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Abstract Intracellular calcium dynamics is critical for many
functions of cerebellar granule cells (GrCs) including mem-
brane excitability, synaptic plasticity, apoptosis, and regula-
tion of gene transcription. Recent measurements of calcium
responses in GrCs to depolarization and synaptic stimulation
reveal spatial compartmentalization and heterogeneity within
dendrites of these cells. However, the main determinants of
local calcium dynamics in GrCs are still poorly understood.
One reason is that there have been few published studies of
calcium dynamics in intact GrCs in their native environment.
In the absence of complete information, biophysically realistic
models are useful for testing whether specific Ca2+ handling
mechanisms may account for existing experimental observa-
tions. Simulation results can be used to identify critical
measurements that would discriminate between different
models. In this review, we briefly describe experimental
studies and phenomenological models of Ca2+ signaling in
GrC, and then discuss a particular biophysical model, with a
special emphasis on an approach for obtaining information
regarding the distribution of Ca2+ handling systems under
conditions of incomplete experimental data. Use of this
approach suggests that Ca2+ channels and fixed endogenous
Ca2+ buffers are highly heterogeneously distributed in GrCs.
Research avenues for investigating calcium dynamics in
GrCs by a combination of experimental and modeling
studies are proposed.
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Introduction

In recent years, significant progress has been made in the
extent, speed, and resolution of imaging in vitro and in vivo.
The development of laser scanning microscopy [1, 2] and
optimization of synthetic and protein-based indicators [3]
now allows fast multi-site functional imaging of neurons
across the different spatial scales [4] and examination of
calcium signals within highly localized microdomains [5]
and small cellular compartments such as dendrites and spines
[6]. At the same time, the interpretation of Ca2+ imaging data
has become more complex. Although it is evident that
selective triggering of neuronal functions is often achieved
through spatial localization of calcium signals within an
extremely confined space or in a larger sub-region of the cell
[6–8], the precise mechanisms determining the spatial
domains are not always clear. Exploration of the individual
contribution of Ca2+ handling systems is complicated
because of their functional interdependence and the lack of
experimental data that specify the properties and distribution
of all Ca2+ transport systems in the same cell type. Effective
methods for measurement and analysis of Ca2+ fluxes in
intact cells have been recently developed, but hitherto they
were applied only to sympathetic neurons [9]. One approach
to overcoming these difficulties is mathematical modeling,
which is an indispensable tool for determining the spatio-
temporal properties of Ca2+ signals expected for a given
collection of Ca2+ handling systems operating in a cell with
defined geometry. This approach can be used both to
determine if a particular collection of Ca2+ handling systems
is adequate to account for a set of experimental observations
and to suggest experiments that help distinguish between
competing models.

For cerebellar granule cells (GrCs), which constitute
about 70% of all neurons in the rat [10] and 80% in the
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human [11–13] brain, surprisingly little is known about
Ca2+ dynamics compared to other types of neurons. This
situation needs to be changed not only because Ca2+

regulates almost all forms of neuronal activity, e.g., gene
expression [14, 15], transmitter release [16], short-term and
long-term synaptic plasticity [17, 18], membrane excitability
[19], and different forms of cell death [20–22] studied in
GrCs, but also because GrCs seem to have special
mechanisms of Ca2+ handling. Being the smallest neurons
in the brain, with a diameter of only 5–10 μm in different
species [23], and supporting Ca2+ influx and sustained
vesicular release at high rates at each release site of mossy
fiber (MF) to GrC synapses [24], GrCs can fire in vivo up to
250 Hz continuously without accommodating [25, 26].
Therefore, elucidation of specializations that enable GrCs
to maintain Ca2+ homeostasis is of special interest. Here, we
describe the key Ca2+ regulatory mechanisms in GrCs and
show how the analysis of computational models sheds new
light on experimental observations.

Experimental Study of Calcium Signaling in GrCs

Components of Ca2+ Regulation

Synaptic Receptors

Evoked increases in cytosolic Ca2+ arise in GrCs from three
general sources: NMDA receptors (NMDARs), voltage-
sensitive Ca2+ channels, and release from internal stores. A
mature GrC has only four short dendrites (range, 3–5),
which receive a single excitatory MF input each and
terminate with, on average, three digits where glutamatergic
synapses are situated [18, 27–29] (Fig. 1). The majority of
the AMPA receptors in the synapses of cerebellar GrCs are
heteromeric channel assemblies containing GluR2 subunits
[30]. The GluR2 mRNA is completely edited at its Q/R site
almost at birth [31, 32]; therefore, AMPA receptors are Ca2+-
impermeable [33]. The extent of RNA editing of kainate-type
channels increases as GrCs maturate [34]. However, high-
affinity kainate receptors are not involved in synaptic
transmission even in neurons of young animals [30, 35].
The majority of NMDARs in mature GrCs are located
outside the synaptic specializations and are activated by
glutamate spillover [29]. The fraction of the total NMDAR-
mediated current that is carried by Ca2+ is about 10% [36].

Ca2+ Channels

Four types of Ca2+ channels were distinguished pharmaco-
logically in cultured rat GrCs, P/Q- (46%), N- (20%), R-
(19%), and L-type (15%) [37], whereas currents measured
in slices of mature cerebellar GrCs were mostly of N-type

and did not contain components sensitive to the P/Q
channel antagonist [38]. In presynaptic boutons of imma-
ture GrCs, P/Q- (48%), N- (27%), and R-type (23%)
calcium channels were identified [16, 39]. In adult rats,
immunostaining for the α1A subunit of P/Q-type channels
was observed only in the parallel fiber varicosities [40].
However, in leaner mutant mice, which carry autosomal
recessive mutations in the gene coding for this subunit and
show severe ataxia and epilepsy, cerebellar GrCs have
significantly lower basal levels of cytosolic free calcium
concentration ([Ca2+]i) in comparison with wild-type mice
[41]. This suggests, perhaps, a necessity of Ca2+ entry
through P/Q-type channels for a normal homeostasis at an
earlier stage of development.

Plasma Membrane Exchangers and Pumps

Calcium is extruded from GrCs by K+-independent
(NCX) and K+-dependent (NCKX) Na+/Ca2+ exchangers
[42, 43] and Ca-ATPases (PMCA; four isoforms [44, 45]).
Prominent labeling of PMCA was observed in the digits
and soma [46]. However, a rapidly activating PMCA2a
isoform was observed only in the glomeruli [47].
Recently, it was shown that [Ca2+]i clearance in the soma
of cultured GrCs stimulated by pulses of 60 mM KCl
(≤10 s) relies almost completely on the PMCA [48]. The
distribution and contribution of different NCX and NCKX
isoforms to Ca2+ removal from the cytosol and neuronal
functions of GrCs have not yet been investigated, although
several studies have demonstrated a prominent role for
NCKX in calcium extrusion from axon terminals of other
neurons [49].

Fig. 1 Morphological structure of cerebellar GrC. a Confocal image
of a mature GrC filled with biocytin. A dendritic terminal with claw-
like digits is shown. Reprinted from [18] with permission from the
Journal of Neuroscience. b Schematic representation of a GrC
morphology used in the model study [140]. The model cell consisted
of a soma and four dendrites, each of which ended with three digits.
The dendrites had a diameter of 0.5 μm, and the digits had a diameter
of 0.76 μm
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Endoplasmic Reticulum

For a long time, GrCs have been known to contain mitochon-
dria [23, 50, 51] and endoplasmic reticulum (ER) [23, 52] in
the soma and digits, but physiological role of these organelles
in Ca2+ handling of GrCs under normal physiological
conditions is still not well understood. Ca2+-induced Ca2+

release (CICR) and IP3-induced Ca2+ release (IICR) from the
ER were observed both in GrC cultures (e.g., [53, 54]) and in
slices [18, 55]. Physiological activation of IICR requires
stimulation of plasmalemmal receptors coupled with phos-
pholipase C, which cleaves phosphatidylinositol-4,5-biphos-
phate (PIP2) into diacylglycerol and inositol-1,4,5-
trisphosphate (IP3), and the latter induces Ca2+ release from
the ER [56, 57]. In GrCs, phospholipase C was shown to be
activated by muscarinic, histaminergic, α-adrenergic, and
metabotropic glutamate receptors (mGluRs; mGluR1a iso-
form) [58–63]. mGluRs are preferentially localized at the
periphery of postsynaptic densities [64] and are stimulated by
synaptic activities. Ca2+ in GrCs is also released from the ER
via ryanodine receptor channels (RyRs, cardiac type [65]) and
leak pathways [66]. It has not been shown whether Ca2+ entry
through synaptically stimulated NMDARs activates CICR in
slices. There is some evidence that mGluRs can also activate
RyRs independently of IP3-mediated Ca2+ mobilization, but
these effects were observed only in developing cultured GrCs
[67]. Ca2+ uptake into the ER is mediated by sarcoplasmic/ER
Ca2+-ATPases (SERCAs; 2b isoform [44]). In the ER, Ca2+ is
stored bound to proteins; the major Ca2+-binding protein in
neurons is calreticulin [68].

Ca2+ release from the ER of GrCs may follow by Ca2+

influx through store-operated calcium (SOC) channels [69]
(but see also [70]). SOC entry amplitude is typically very
low compared to [Ca2+]i signals mediated by voltage-
dependent Ca2+ channels upon depolarization [71]. However,
it may influence the decay of synaptically [72] and, probably,
depolarization-induced Ca2+ transients. The influx through
SOC channels is activated by targeted migration of stromal
interacting molecule 1 (STIM1) and STIM2 proteins to ER
cisternae puncta located underneath the plasma membrane
(PM) [73, 74]. STIM2 is considered to be the primary
regulator for basal Ca2+ influx, while both STIM1 and
STIM2 trigger Ca2+ influx following ER store depletion
[74]. Moderate STIM1 immunoreactivity was observed in
the granular layer of the cerebellum [75], but further
investigations are necessary to examine whether STIM1
and STIM2 channels are indeed present in GrCs.

Mitochondria

Mitochondria influence Ca2+ signals by acting as sophisti-
cated high-capacity buffers and by clearing Ca2+ in restricted
microdomains [76]. They accumulate Ca2+ via the electro-

genic Ca2+ uniporter in the inner mitochondrial membrane
and release Ca2+ to the cytosol through the Na+/Ca2+

exchanger [77, 78]. In GrCs, the role of mitochondria was
examined mainly in cellular pathology associated with
glutamate excitotoxicity [20, 79–83]. It was shown that
during brain injury or during hypoxic/ischemic insults,
glutamate accumulation leads to overactivation of extrasy-
naptic NMDARs, inappropriate levels of Ca2+ influx, and
neuronal cell death [84]. Current theories suggest that
mitochondrial calcium uptake plays a central role in this
process [20, 80, 82, 83, 85]. Severe hypoxia/ischemia may
lead to a delayed Ca2+ deregulation [81], rapid and complete
loss of mytochondrial membrane potential, ATP depletion,
mitochondrial damage, and acute necrotic cell death [20, 79,
83]. Neurons experiencing less severe hypoxic/ischemic
episodes may suffer only a transient or incomplete mito-
chondrial depolarization due to increased Ca2+ uptake [21,
79, 83]. Excessive uptake of Ca2+ by mitochondria causes
the release of cytochrome c and other proapoptotic factors
that initiate the executor caspase cascade [86]. Chronic
neurodegenerative diseases are also associated with dysre-
gulation of Ca2+ homeostasis and mitochondrial dysfunction
[76, 87]. In contrast, physiological synaptic NMDAR
activity has neuroprotective effect [88, 89].

Cytosolic Endogenous Buffers

Several Ca2+-binding endogenous buffers were identified in
cerebellar GrCs [90]. It is likely that calretinin is the main
buffer that is expressed in these cells [19, 90]. The intensity
of the calretinin immunostaining in GrCs varies signifi-
cantly in different cerebellar regions [91–93]. Recently, the
kinetics of Ca2+ binding to calretinin was assessed by using
UV flash photolysis of DM-nitrophen in combination with
model-based analysis of fluorescence transients. This study
revealed that calretinin has two pairs of cooperative Ca2+-
binding sites with an initial slower and a second faster Ca2+

binding step and one independent site with a relatively slow
rate of Ca2+ binding [94]. Calretinin-deficient mice present
motor discoordination [95] because of changes in intrinsic
excitability of GrCs that influence computation in the
cerebellar cortex [96]. Several other proteins found to be
expressed in rat GrCs, calmodulin [97], the neuronal
visinin-like proteins NVP1 and NVP3, and frequenin
(NCS-1) [98], also have cooperative binding kinetics with
Ca2+ and can be associated with the PM [99]. The up-to-
date knowledge about Ca2+ pathways in mature GrCs is
schematically presented in Fig. 2.

Evidence of Spatially Segregated Ca2+ Signals in Grcs

In the past two decades, [Ca2+]i was recorded mainly in
groups of GrCs [54, 100, 101], in the populations of GrC
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presynaptic terminals [16, 39, 102–106], and in the soma of
single GrCs [48, 53, 55, 59, 80, 107–115]. Only recently, a
few studies have begun to examine calcium dynamics in the
individual presynaptic boutons [116–118] and GrC
dendrites [18, 119]. These studies revealed large differences
in [Ca2+]i responses among presynaptic boutons and
segregated Ca2+ signaling in dendrites. Ca2+ transients of
different amplitude and duration were measured in the
neurites and soma of cultured GrCs during perfusion with a
high potassium solution or NMDA application [119]. In the
most detailed study of calcium dynamics in mature GrCs in
slices, Gall et al. [18] showed that the peak amplitudes of
fluorescence transients induced by either synaptic stimula-
tion or depolarizing voltage steps decreased progressively
and significantly with distance from the dendritic endings
(Fig. 3). Furthermore, the peak amplitude of [Ca2+]i
elevations in the dendritic endings attained during presynaptic
stimulation determined the occurrence and the sign of
long-term synaptic plasticity, depression or potentiation, at
MF−GrC synapses. Depolarization-induced Ca2+ entry in the
digits of GrCs was significantly protracted and amplified by
CICR, whereas synaptically evoked Ca2+ transients were
almost abolished in the presence of NMDAR blockers and

decreased to a lesser extent in the presence of mGluR1
antagonist [18] (Fig. 4). No attempts have been made to
clarify the underlying mechanisms responsible for generating
spatially heterogeneous Ca2+ transients in different cell
compartments.

Difficulties in Experimental Study of Ca2+ Handling

There are several difficulties in experimental study of Ca2+

handling in cerebellar GrCs. (1) Pharmacological activation
of signaling pathways in GrCs that involve Ca2+ entry and
different aspects of excitotoxicity were explored mainly in
cultured neurons [48, 53, 54, 59, 80, 82, 101, 107–115, 119],
which are usually maintained under chronic depolarizing
conditions (at 20–30 mM potassium). Survival-promoting
depolarization changes expression of different channels,
receptors and transporters and prevents the maturation
process of GrCs [44, 55, 120–127]; therefore, Ca2+ handling
mechanisms also may be altered. But only in few cases were
the measurements of [Ca2+]i performed in GrCs studied in
cerebellar slices [18, 55, 69, 116–118]. (2) Measuring [Ca2+]i
requires the introduction of fluorescent indicators that
necessarily disrupt normal Ca2+ signaling [6]. If dye-
loading via a patch pipette is used and mobile endogenous
buffers are washed out during whole-cell recordings,
synthetic calcium buffers cannot replicate cellular buffering
in the presence ofmobile endogenous buffers with cooperative
Ca2+-binding kinetics, especially under different experimen-
tal conditions. Therefore, the prediction of calcium dynamics
in unperturbed GrCs is required. (3) Even if the distributions
of all the receptors, channels, buffers, pumps, and exchangers
are determined, the computational simulations are necessary
to achieve an understanding on how nonlinear interactions
between all Ca2+ handling systems produce very specific
Ca2+ responses. On the other hand, a complete biophysical
model of Ca2+ signaling in cerebellar GrCs is possible only
after experimental study and description of all components of
Ca2+ regulation immediately in these cells. Therefore, to
understand calcium dynamics in GrCs, many more experi-
ments must be carried out in cerebellar slices and combined
with modeling approaches.

Phenomenological Models of Calcium Dynamics
in GrCs

A number of one-compartmental models of neuronal
activity in GrCs [19, 128–132] include a phenomenological
description of calcium dynamics:

d Ca2þ½ �i
dt

¼ f
ICa
2FVd

� b Ca2þ
� �

i
� Ca2þ
� �

rest

� �� �
: ð1Þ

Fig. 2 Calcium handling in a mature cerebellar GrC. Question marks
label the signaling pathways that have not been shown in experiments
carried out in slices. CaCh voltage-gated Ca2+ channels, NMDAR
NMDA receptors, Glu glutamate, MGluR metabotropic glutamate
receptors, PMCA plasma membrane (PM) Ca2+ ATPase, NCX PM
sodium–calcium exchangers, NCKX PM potassium-dependent sodium–
calcium exchangers, PLC phospholipase C, PIP2 phosphatidylinositol-
4,5-bisphosphate, IP3 inositol-1,4,5-trisphosphate, DAG diacylglycerol,
IP3R IP3 receptors, RyR ryanodine receptors, SERCA sarco/endoplasmic
reticulum Ca2+-transporting ATPases, ER leak leak pathways from the
endoplasmic reticulum, MitUni mitochondrial electrogenic Ca2+ uni-
porters, MitNaCa mitochondrial Na+–Ca2+ exchangers, SOC store-
operated channels, B endogenous buffers
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Here, f is the buffer capacity of intracellular buffers, ICa is
the calcium current, Vd is the volume of the submembrane
shell, F is the Faraday constant, β is the rate constant of
[Ca2+]i decay. In the multicompartmental GrC model of
Gabbiani et al. [133], calcium dynamics was taken into
account only in the soma. In another study [134], the ICa and
the Ca2+-activated K+ current (IKCa) were placed only in the
apical part of the dendrites. Phenomenological models were
useful for simulation of IKCa, but they did not reproduce
realistic [Ca2+]i changes in GrCs. The amplitudes of Ca2+

transients during repetitive action potentials (APs) ranged in
different models from 200 nM [131] to 14 μM [134]. The
distribution of Ca2+ and Ca2+-activated K+ channels in real
GrCs also may be different. Indeed, a comparable density of
ICa in the soma and in the digits may result in much lower
Ca2+ transients in the former compartment [18] because of
the difference in the surface-to-volume ratio.

Even with such simple models, some general suggestions
about a role of calcium dynamics in GrCs can be obtained. Gall
et al. [19] nicely demonstrated that an increase in GrC
excitability observed in calretinin-deficient mice may be
explained by a decreased cytosolic Ca2+ buffer capacity if
Ca2+ accelerates activation of IKCa without changing its
amplitude. To prove this possibility, the realistic kinetic
description of large-conductance Ca2+-activated K+ (BKCa)
channels [135], which are expressed in cerebellar GrCs [136],
would need to be obtained experimentally and included in the
model. Using the same model as in [19], Roussel et al. [131]

suggested that the Vd in Eq. 1 corresponds to the total volume
of the digits and that Ca2+-activated K+ channels in GrCs are
regulated by nanomolar Ca2+ changes. However, application
of the blocker of Ca2+-activated small conductance K+

channels did not affect any excitable responses in GrCs
[137], whereas robust activation of cloned BKCa channels
requires values for [Ca2+]i of ≥10 μM at physiological
potentials [138, 139]. Therefore, Ca2+-activated K+ channels
in GrCs are not likely to be operated by low regional [Ca2+]i
changes, but rather by Ca2+-nano/microdomains that form in
the immediate vicinity of active Ca2+ sources. A study of
functional coupling between different types of Ca2+ channels
and BKCa channels in cell-attached patches of GrCs is an
actual, but challenging task that needs to be performed for
understanding the regulation of neuronal firing patterns in
these cells.

A Biophysical Model of Calcium Dynamics in GrCs:
Problems and Approaches

Recently, we proposed a biophysical model of calcium
dynamics in GrCs [140]. The rates of [Ca2+]i change in
each intracellular compartment, the cytosol, ER, and
mitochondria, were described by a set of differential
equations. These rates depended on Ca2+ diffusion, buffer-
ing and the Ca2+ fluxes across the PM and/or membranes of
intracellular compartments. The model was used to simulate

Fig. 3 Spatial profiles of experimental fluorescence and simulated
concentration changes of bound with Ca2+ indicator Oregon Green
BAPTA-1 ([CaOGB1]). a Ca2+ transients are measured at different
dendritic positions (a–f) and are induced either by a 200-ms
depolarization from −70 to 0 mVor by high-frequency MF stimulation
(1 s at 100 Hz) while holding the cell at −70 mV in the absence of
extracellular Mg2+. The fluorescence change decreases from the
dendritic ending to the middle of the parent dendrite. The inset shows
a fluorescence image with indication of the regions of interest a–f used
for fluorescence measurements. Reprinted from [18] with permission
from the Journal of Neuroscience. b Comparison of normalized
amplitudes of measured fluorescence transients elicited by depolar-
ization and synaptic stimulation as in a (symbols) and normalized
amplitudes of simulated changes in [CaOGB1] (lines) at different

distances from the soma. For simulations of depolarization-induced
fluorescence transients, Ca2+ conductance in the parent dendrites was
set ~4 times lower than in the digits and Ca2+-induced Ca2+ release
was included only in the digits of the model cell. The best fit of the
spatial profile of synaptically induced fluorescence transients was
obtained using the model with the diffusion coefficient of OGB1
(DOGB1) 15 μm2s−1 and inositol-1,4,5-trisphosphate-induced Ca2+

release included only in the digits of GrCs. The maximum
fluorescence change (ΔF/F)max for these simulations was set at 0.6.
Simulations with different (ΔF/F)max (0.4–0.6) and concentration of
uniformly distributed buffer (0–600 μM) did not influence signifi-
cantly the goodness of fit and DOGB1 estimates. Adapted from [140]
with permission from Elsevier Science
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[Ca2+]i responses recorded in the experiments of Gall et al.
[18]. Our simulations benefited from the choice of
experimental protocol in [18] that allowed separate exam-
ination of Ca2+ transients induced by activation of synaptic
receptors and Ca2+ entry through voltage-dependent Ca2+

channels. Mathematical descriptions of depolarization-
induced calcium [130] and NMDAR-mediated currents
[132], which were measured in GrCs of the same age [38,
132] as in [18], were already obtained previously. However,
we faced problems with simulations of Ca2+ responses in
GrCs. First, in spite of a number of biophysically realistic
models of calcium dynamics were developed for other cells
(e.g., [141–148]) and the modes to describe Ca2+ regulatory
systems are known, a general problem of most of these
models is a lack of the data derived from experiments with the
same cells. Second, the experiments regarding the contribu-

tion of different handling systems in Ca2+ signaling in
cerebellar GrCs are still incomplete. Thus, in the only work
where [Ca2+]i was measured in the dendrites and soma of
GrCs in slices [18], the inhibitors of mitochondrial uptake
were not used, the relative contribution of different Ca2+

extrusion mechanisms across the PM was not estimated, and
even the maximal fluorescence change ((ΔF/F)max) neces-
sary to translate fluorescence into [Ca2+]i was not deter-
mined. Third, although the main components of Ca2+

regulation in GrCs are known, the spatial and temporal
interplay of these components is much less understood.

Therefore, we have devised an approach that can be applied
for study of the distribution of Ca2+ handling systems in the
conditions of insufficient experimental data. Its main features
are: (1) investigating the cases of increasing complexity,
comparing the measured and simulated [Ca2+]i responses; (2)
testing various hypotheses about the distribution and proper-
ties of Ca2+ handling systems (calcium channels, extrusion
mechanisms, endogenous buffers, ER, and mitochondria) in
the context of a realistic description of cell morphology and
model parameters and rejecting those hypotheses that do not
match experiments; (3) simulations within all the space of
allowable ranges of uncertain parameters and their combina-
tions; (4) in the case of the absence of experimental data, the
use of the least favorable for a particular hypothesis
parameters. This strategy helps to elaborate the most likely
hypotheses that can be then tested experimentally.

In our model [140], the uncertain parameters mentioned in
the item (3) above were: the resting calcium concentration,
the total concentration of a uniformly distributed fixed buffer,
the (ΔF/F)max, and the diffusion coefficient of the Ca2+

indicator Oregon Green BAPTA-1 (OGB1). The latter
parameter was then estimated using the model. Extrusion
was modeled as one lumped process. The parameters of the
ER and mitochondrial handling were taken from the estimates
obtained in other intact neurons. The maximal rates of Ca2+

fluxes and the concentrations of endogenous buffers were
adjusted to reproduce the main characteristics of fluorescence
responses measured under voltage-clamp conditions. The
same model was able to predict the fluorescence changes
during repetitive spike discharge. The effects of the elimina-
tion (or addition) of different components of Ca2+ transport
on the amplitude and half-decay time of simulated fluores-
cence transients in the digits of GrCs are shown in Fig. 4.

Computational Study of the Distribution
of Ca2+ Handling Systems in GrCs

Simulation of Ca2+ Gradients in Thapsigargin-Treated GrCs

To explore what dendritic specializations may account for
spatial gradients of depolarization-induced [Ca2+]i elevations
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Fig. 4 Effects of the elimination and addition of different components
of Ca2+ transport on Ca2+ responses evoked by depolarization and
synaptic stimulation. The values of the percentage decrease in the
amplitude (a, c) and half-decay time (t1/2) (b, d) of simulated
[CaOGB1] transients in the digits of GrCs are shown. Simulations
were performed to reproduce the measured characteristics of fluores-
cence transients (filled columns) after preincubation of GrCs with
thapsigargin that resulted in elimination of ER Ca2+ transport (−ER) or
after application of NMDA receptor (−NMR) and metabotropic
glutamate receptor (−mGluR) blockers. The latter effect was simulated
in the model with a high-affinity buffer (Buf) placed to the apical part
of the digits and in the model with mitochondria (Mit) in the GrC
digits. The effects of the addition to the model of mitochondrial
transport (+Mit), extrusion mechanisms (+Ext), axial diffusion (+Dif),
and the addition (+Buf) or elimination (−Buf) of endogenous buffers
are shown. The graphs combine the results of simulations reproducing
fluorescent transients under different experimental conditions. The
addition of extrusion mechanisms resulted in an increase of the
amplitude of simulated transients only by several percents if
endoplasmic reticulum Ca2+ transport was abolished
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in GrCs, we began our simulations from reproducing Ca2+

signals in the experimental conditions under which the
minimal number of systems contributed to Ca2+ handling. At
first fluorescence transients obtained after preincubation of
cerebellar slices during 30 min with an inhibitor of SERCAs,
thapsigargin (TG) [18], were simulated [140]. In these
conditions, ER Ca2+ transport was abolished, therefore
[Ca2+]i dynamics depended only on Ca2+ entry into the
cells, diffusion, buffering, extrusion across the PM and the
surface-to-volume ratio of cell compartments. However,
depolarization-induced Ca2+ transients were recorded only
in the digits of TG-treated GrCs, and spatial profile of
fluorescence change along the dendrite was measured in the
absence of TG [18]. Therefore, we examined whether
heterogeneities in the distribution of Ca2+-handling systems
or cell morphology can account for the smallest [Ca2+]i
gradient, which could be found if CICR occurred only in the
digits of GrCs. Our simulations showed that non-uniform
distribution of Ca2+ pumps or heterogeneities in the
fractional volume of the cytosol within the physiological
range cannot account for the formation of the Ca2+ gradient
in GrCs. Instead, Ca2+ gradients can be generated by a steep
decrease of the calcium current density or an increase in the
concentration of fixed endogenous Ca2+ buffer(s) in the
dendrites of GrCs from their distal to the proximal parts
(Fig. 5a–c) [140]. In the latter case, an averaged concentra-
tion of the buffer(s) in the parent dendrites should be fairly
large, e.g. >400 μM for the buffer with the properties of
calretinin, which seems less likely than a non-uniform
distribution of Ca2+ channels along the dendrite. A simple
experiment was proposed to distinguish between the two
possibilities (see below).

Evidence for Heterogeneous Distribution of Fixed
Endogenous Ca2+ Buffers in GrCs

A realistic simulation of cellular calcium dynamics requires
not only the reconstruction of the spatiotemporal distribution
of [Ca2+]i rises but also a match of all known experimental
and theoretical estimations. To compare ICa in our model
with experimentally measured ICa [38], calcium currents in
all cell compartments were summed together. These currents
were obtained with adjusted values of the maximum Ca2+

conductance, which allowed us to reproduce the recorded
fluorescence changes. Since the time course of fluorescent
transient in the soma was not communicated [18], the total
ICa in the model was calculated with the largest physiological
value of extrusion rate in this cell compartment [149].
Nevertheless, the calculated peak ICa in the model with
uniformly distributed endogenous buffer appeared to be tens
times smaller than the measured peak ICa [38]. The
difference between calculated and experimental currents
could not be explained by the presence of endogenous

buffers with a higher buffer capacity: the half-decay time of
fluorescence transients in the digits of GrCs measured with
the low-affinity indicator Mag-Fura-2 was much shorter
compared to the recordings performed with the high-affinity
indicator OGB1 [18] (see also [140]), which indicates that
the endogenous buffer capacity in the digits was significantly
lower than the total buffer capacity of exogenous and
endogenous buffers. After excluding other possibilities, we
suggested that some high-capacity immobile Ca2+ buffer can
be located in the soma of GrCs.

Simulations of NMDAR-mediated Ca2+ transients during
high-frequency MF stimulation, when GrCs were maintained

Fig. 5 Spatial heterogeneities that can account for Ca2+ gradients in
GrCs. a Voltage-dependent calcium current in the digits. b–c
Simulated [CaOGB1] profiles in the digit at locations shown in the
inset of b. In the inset, D digit, PD parent dendrite and S soma. b The
total concentration of a low-affinity buffer with the dissociation
constant 10 μM ([Buf]T) is 0.95 mM in the digits and soma and
18.7 mM in the parent dendrites, respectively. The maximal calcium
conductance gmax,Ca=2.0×10

−5 Scm−2 in all cell compartments. c In
the digits gmax,Ca=1.93×10

−5 Scm−2, in the parent dendrites gmax,Ca=
0.52×10−5 Scm−2, [Buf]T=0.8 mM in all cell compartments. d The
ratio of the half-decay times of fluorescence transients measured with
OGB1 and Mag-Fura-2 indicators (ROM) in the middle of the parent
dendrite normalized to the value of ROM in the digit (ROMPD/
ROMD). The ratios were determined in the model with inhomoge-
neous gmax,Ca and inhomogeneous distribution of endogenous buffers
(which could be uniform or linear in the parent dendrite). Vertical bars
represent the normalized ROM within the tested ranges of maximum
fluorescence change and [Buf]T. If the buffer is distributed uniformly,
the ROM is always larger in the parent dendrite than in the digit owing
to lower [Ca2+]i in this cell compartment and the Ca2+-dependence of
the OGB1 Ca2+ buffer capacity. But if the buffer with a very large
buffer capacity is localized in the parent dendrite, the Ca2+ buffering is
dominated by the endogenous Ca2+ buffering capacity. Therefore, the
ROM in the parent dendrite is close to 1, whereas the ROM is the
digits is expected to be much larger since OGB1 slows significantly
the clearance of Ca2+ from the cytosol in the digits of GrCs [18].
Adapted from [140] with permission from Elsevier Science. iCa
density of calcium current
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at −70 mV in Mg2+-free solution in the presence of mGluR
blockers [18], revealed that an estimate of the maximum
conductance of NMDARs per digit that was necessary to
reproduce fluorescence changes was also at least 8–50-fold
lower than the value estimated from the direct measurement of
NMDAR-mediated currents in GrCs (Fig. 6a) [140]. An
increase in Ca2+ extrusion across the PM in the restricted
apical part of the digit could not be responsible for this
difference; otherwise, the half-decay time of depolarization-
induced fluorescence transients in TG-treated cells would be
much lower than in the experiment [18]. Then, some immobile
buffer was assumed to be highly concentrated immediately
underneath the sites where MF−GrC synapses and extrasy-
naptic NMDARs are situated. Only such localization of the
buffer could be reconciled with a pronounced slowing of the
decay of depolarization-induced fluorescence responses in
the digits of GrCs after introducing a high-affinity Ca2+

indicator [140, 150]. Since calretinin makes a prominent
contribution to the endogenous buffer capacity of GrCs [19,
90], this buffer was modeled with a fast association rate
constant and the apparent dissociation constant of calretinin
(1.5 μM) [151]. The largest allowable concentration of a
localized buffer with the calretinin properties (16 mM) was
calculated as one fifth of the concentration of the densely
packed 29 kDa molecules [152]. The simulated changes in the
concentration of Ca2+-bound indicator OGB1 ([CaOGB1])
reproduced the peak amplitude and the time course of the
experimental fluorescence transients in the digits if 3.6–8 mM
of the buffer with five identical Ca2+-binding sites were placed
in the most apical compartment of the digits (Fig. 6c). Our
simulations showed that, if the fixed Ca2+ binding sites were
localized only in this cell compartment, the peak amplitude of
the ICa in the model GrCs was 2–7 times smaller than the peak
amplitude of the current measured in the experiment. The
maximal Ca2+ conductance also should be much larger in the
apical part than in the rest of the digit. Otherwise, a large Ca2+

flux from the part of the digit where the high-affinity buffer is
absent to the part where this buffer is highly concentrated
would evoke a very rapid decay of fluorescence transient in the
middle of the digit [150] that was not observed in experiments.
If the buffer with aforementioned properties was placed in the
soma and apical parts of the digits, the magnitude of
experimental currents could be completely explained [150].

Thus, results of our simulations support the hypothesis
that fixed Ca2+ buffers and Ca2+ channels are very
heterogeneously distributed in GrCs.

Ca2+-Binding Proteins in the Models of Calcium
Dynamics

The first evidence for a critical role of calretinin in regulating
GrC excitability was provided by experiments with calretinin-

deficient mice [19]. GrCs from mutant mice have a
significantly larger sensitivity to injected depolarizing
current, represented by an enhanced increase in AP
frequency. Using a phenomenological model of Ca2+

dynamics, Gall et al.[19] showed that a fourfold decrease
in cytosolic Ca2+-buffering capacity, which was modeled by
a constant parameter f in Eq. 1, predicted the increase in the
slope of the linear part of current−frequency plot in the cells
of calretinin-deficient mice as compared with wild-type
controls. When 150 μM BAPTA were infused in the cytosol
of GrCs of knockout or wild-type mice in whole-cell
recordings, the slope factor was similar to the slope factor
measured in the wild-type mice using the perforated patch
method. It was suggested that 150 μM BAPTA may mimic
the contribution of calretinin to the cytosolic Ca2+ buffering

Fig. 6 Simulation of synaptically induced fluorescence transients. a
The ratio of an estimate of the maximum conductance of NMDARs
per digit (gmax,NMDA) from the direct measurement of NMDAR-
mediated currents in GrCs to the gmax,NMDA value that was necessary
to reproduce the peak values of [CaOGB1] changes (Δ[CaOGB1]peak)
in our model within the tested ranges of maximum fluorescence
change and concentration of uniformly distributed buffer ([Buf]T). b
Simulation of the calcium current through NMDAR channels in the
GrC digit caused by a train of 100 presynaptic stimuli delivered at
frequency 100 Hz in Mg2+-free solution at holding membrane
potential −70 mV. c, d [CaOGB1] spatial profiles within the digits
of GrCs and [CaOGB1] transients, averaged over the volume of the
digits, which were evoked by NMDARs and mGluRs activation.
Average [CaOGB1] transients simulated in the presence of mGluR
blockers also are shown. c The concentration of Ca2+ binding sites in
the apical part of the digits is 40 mM. d Mitochondrial transport with
the rate constant of uptake 455.4 ms−1 and maximum rate of release
2.1×10−4 mMms−1 was included in the digits. a–c Adapted from
[140] with permission from Elsevier Science. Buf high-capacity buffer
in the apical parts of the digits, Mit mitochondria in the digits, + IP3

IP3-induced Ca2+ release
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capacity of GrCs, which controls activation of Ca2+-activated
K+ channels [19]. This assumption implies that an immobile
fraction of calretinin is very low in GrCs. However, there are
several evidences that other Ca2+-handling processes can
compensate for absent calretinin in GrCs. After a selective
reexpression of genuine calretinin in GrCs of transgenic
mice, normal GrC excitability was restored, but these cells
contained 80-fold less calretinin than in wild-type mice [96].
Another study demonstrated a strong spike frequency
accommodation in wild-type GrCs studied in whole-cell
recordings with low BAPTA; such an accommodation was
absent in the perforated patch recordings from calretinin-
deficient GrCs [19]. In both studies, compensatory mecha-
nisms were suggested to account for the observations in
mutants. For this reason it would be possible to assume only
that the Ca2+ buffering speed of mobile calretinin in GrCs is
similar to that of 150 μM BAPTA. However, BAPTA and
calretinin have very different kinetics of Ca2+ binding (fast
and cooperative), diffusion constants, and occupancy by
Ca2+ at any initial [Ca2+]i [94]. Therefore, their Ca

2+ buffer
capacity cannot be similar under different experimental
conditions, e.g. at different current intensities. Alternatively,
almost indistinguishable current−frequency plots obtained
with conventional whole-cell and perforated patch recordings
[19, 131] may result from the same Ca2+ levels within Ca2+

nano/microdomains sensed by BKCa channels in the
presence of both buffers.

BKCa channels in GrCs are activated during the short
duration of an AP, with a half-width of <1 ms and produce
a fast afterhyperpolarization [137]. This suggests that BKCa

channels in GrCs probably form fast-activating complexes
with N-type Ca2+ channels [139]. Based upon simulations
of similar effects of BAPTA and calretinin on Ca2+

diffusion nearby a single Ca2+ channel or a large cluster
of Ca2+ channels, we estimated the concentration of mobile
calretinin in GrCs of 1.2 and 0.7 mM, respectively (E.
Saftenku, unpublished observations). At first sight, a high
concentration of calretinin cannot be reconciled with low
endogenous buffer capacity of ~56 in presynaptic terminals
of GrCs. This estimate was obtained from a plot of the
inverse of the peak amplitudes of AP-evoked [Ca2+]i
transients versus added buffer capacity [116]. However, an
essential property of calretinin, which has not been paid
attention previously, is a very delayed equilibration with
Ca2+ due to the competition for Ca2+ between Ca2+-binding
sites with different kinetics. Our simulations show that,
because of its binding properties, calretinin binds Ca2+

much less effectively during brief APs than during slower
Ca2+ influx or trains of APs. Thus, the relationship between
the inverse of the calcium peak and added buffer capacity
in [116] can be accurately reproduced in the presence of
1.2 mM calretinin as the sole buffer in the model (E. Saftenku,
unpublished observations).

In our modeling study [140], the experimental data of
Gall et al. [18] performed under conditions where mobile
endogenous buffers were washed-out during whole-cell
recordings were explained by a high concentration of fixed
Ca2+-binding sites in the apical parts of GrC digits and in
the soma. It was suggested that the buffer that possesses
these Ca2+-binding sites could be membrane-associated
calretinin. Although the localization of immobilized calre-
tinin in GrCs can be proven only using immunohistochem-
ical techniques, several observations suggest this may be
the case. Firstly, calretinin can be highly concentrated
beneath the PM in other neurons, for example, in brainstem
auditory neurons with the formation of mature synapses
[153]. Secondly, 10–27% of calretinin in the adult rat
cerebellum was found to be associated with membrane
fractions [154, 155] where it was most abundant in the
synaptic membrane (up to 50% from cytosolic fraction)
[155]. It is known that calretinin may change its expression
and localization during development [90, 153], but there is
no evidence that such changes occur after GrC maturation.
Thirdly, a theoretical estimate of the concentration of
immobilized calretinin in the apical part of the digits
[140] corresponds to 60–165 μM of calretinin after its
averaging over the entire cell volume. A similar estimate
was obtained when calretinin was modeled with coopera-
tive Ca2+ binding kinetics (E. Saftenku, unpublished
observations). These values are in a good agreement with
our estimates of mobile calretinin in GrCs (see above). In
contrast, a very large concentration of immobilized calretinin
in the soma [140, 150] does not seem likely.

Other identified endogenous buffers cannot be responsi-
ble for much lower amplitudes of Ca2+ transients [18] than
expected from typical measurements of Ca2+ and NMDAR
currents in whole-cell recordings. Calmodulin has two pairs
of cooperative Ca2+ binding sites with lower affinities than
calretinin (with the apparent Kd around 4 and 17 μM
[156]). Assuming the commonly used calmodulin concen-
tration (10 μM [157]), the experimentally determined
fraction of an immobilized calmodulin in Purkinje cells
(20% [158]), and the lower levels of calmodulin expression
in GrCs than in Purkinje cells [97], calmodulin concentra-
tion in the apical parts of the GrC digits can be predicted to
be not more than 100 μM, which is much lower than the
estimates of calretinin concentration in our model [140].
NCS-1 was found in the brain at concentrations of 0.5–
5 μM [159]. This buffer is constitutively associated with
the PM and the trans-Golgi network [99]. Apart from NCS-
1, only NVP-1 can be found in the membrane fraction of rat
GrCs even at resting [Ca2+]i [160] and therefore is not
washed out in whole-cell recordings. NVP-1 exhibits
cooperative Ca2+ binding with much lower affinity than
calretinin (5.8 μM [161]), whereas NCS-1 has one pair of
cooperative Ca2+-binding sites with the apparent Kd≈
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1.8 μM and an independent Ca2+-binding site with the Kd≈
0.4 μM [162]. If even the latter buffer was taken at the
largest estimated concentration and completely placed to
the apical parts of the digits or to the soma of our model
GrC [140], the simulated [Ca2+]i transients were decreased
only by 30% and 1%, respectively. These results indicate
that although calcium sensor proteins can contribute to the
cytosolic endogenous Ca2+ binding capacity of GrCs, their
contribution is likely to be minor. It cannot be excluded that
some other unidentified high-capacity buffer is localized in
the soma of GrCs. Otherwise, the discrepancy between the
characteristics of experimentally measured and simulated
depolarization-induced ICa are likely to be explained by
experimental errors or insufficient statistics.

The functional consequences of localization of Ca2+-
binding sites in the apical part of the digits could be an
adaptation to large calcium influxes through NMDAR-
mediated channels. In vivo studies show that the cerebellar
MF terminal can fire at over 200 Hz for sustained periods
[163], and sustained vesicular release at high rates is
preserved at each release site of MF to GrC synapse [24].
The association of calretinin with the PM would attenuate
large [Ca2+]i responses and result in more compressed Ca2+

gradients as compared with the uniformly distributed buffer
(Fig. 7). Conversely, Ca2+ microdomains evoked by Ca2+

release from the ER would be relatively unaffected by the
buffers that are associated with the PM. This can partially
explain why the induction of long-term depression at
MF−GrC synapses by low-frequency presynaptic stimula-
tion, which is determined by the level of postsynaptic
[Ca2+]i, requires activation of mGluRs but does not require
activation of NMDARs [164]. Localization of a high-
capacity buffer in the soma may serve the same function of
preventing Ca2+ overload in pathological conditions asso-
ciated with excitotoxicity. This is possible because
NMDARs are readily detected in somatic patches from
GrCs in slices [165], and the density of NMDARs in the
soma of cultured GrCs is likely to be even higher than in
neurites [119].

Mitochondrial and ER Transport

To study the role of mitochondria in shaping Ca2+ transients
in GrCs, we used a quantitative description of the
dependence of mitochondrial transport on [Ca2+]i derived
for sympathetic neurons [166]. The results of simulations
[140] showed that mitochondrial Ca2+ uptake scarcely
influenced [Ca2+]i changes evoked by 200 ms depolariza-
tion, but it could decrease the [Ca2+]i elevations induced by
high-frequency synaptic stimulation (Fig. 6d). These find-
ings are in agreement with recent studies in hippocampal
dendrites showing that mitochondrial calcium fluxes are

stimulated by cytosolic Ca2+ levels of above 500–600 nM
and that mitochondrial Ca2+ uptake occurs rapidly in
response to synaptically evoked Ca2+ transients [167].
Therefore, Ca2+ uptake by mitochondria might explain
lower [Ca2+]i transients than expected from typical meas-
urements of NMDAR-mediated current. However, simulat-
ed [CaOGB1] changes evoked by NMDAR activation in
the presence of mGluR blockers had almost 2-fold lower
time to peak than in the experiment [18]. Moreover,
inclusion of IICR in the model resulted in a lower increase
in the peak amplitude of [CaOGB1] transient (6–11 versus
25%) and a more prominent Ca2+ gradient along the digits
than in the experiment [18] and in the model with the
localized buffer (Fig. 6c, d). If a high-capacity endogenous
buffer was located in the apical part of the digits,
mitochondria had only a small additive influence on the
amplitude of calcium transients. The assumption that CICR
contributes to synaptically induced calcium transients and is
significantly enhanced by IICR can partly explain the
discrepancy between the simulations and experiments. It is
more difficult to explain a low Ca2+ gradient along the

Fig. 7 Effect of spatial buffer localization in the digits of GrCs.
[CaOGB1] (a, c) and [Ca2+]i (b, d) spatial profiles within the digits
(thin lines) and average transients (bold lines) initiated by NMDAR-
mediated calcium influx in response to 1 s presynaptic stimulation of
mossy fibers with frequency 100 Hz in Mg2+-free solution in the
presence of mGluR blockers are shown. The simulations are carried out
for the maximum fluorescence change of 0.4. a, b Calretinin is localized
in the apical part of the digit of 0.5 μm length in concentration of
3.8 mM. c, d The same amount of calretinin is uniformly distributed
throughout the digit in concentration of 0.42 mM. The maximum rate of
extrusion (vmax,PM) is 108 pmol (cm2s)−1 in the apical part of the digit
and 1.25 pmol (cm2s)−1 in the rest of the digit and in the parent
dendrite. Other parameters are as in [140]
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digit, and more experiments with larger statistics are needed
to make any predictions.

In the experiments of Gall et al. [18], CICR amplified an
initial depolarization-induced Ca2+ signal in the digits of
GrCs by 1.4-fold [18]. Regenerative CICR, i.e., self-
reinforcing CICR after termination of external Ca2+ entry,
is rarely observed in neurons in the absence of caffeine
[57]. Its mechanisms in central neurons are not yet well
understood since direct measurements of luminal calcium in
these cells have only recently begun [168]. Our preliminary
simulations based on the interplay between fluxes across
the ER and PM, with decrease of the driving force for
passive Ca2+ release from the ER as the sole mechanism of
CICR termination, could reproduce the main experimental
observations in GrCs. This finding is consistent with the
experimental results of Albrecht et al. [169] in peripheral
sympathetic neurons. When ER transport was added to the
model only to the digit compartment, the spatial profiles of
experimental fluorescence and simulated [CaOGB1]
changes were in close agreement (Fig. 3b) [140], suggest-
ing that the density of the ER is much lower in the parent
dendrites and soma than in the digits of GrCs. The best fit
to the experimental normalized amplitudes of fluorescence
transients evoked by synaptic stimulation at different
distances from the soma (Fig. 3b) was also obtained when
IICR was confined to the digits of GrCs [140]. The
involvement of CICR or SERCA in the depolarization-
induced [Ca2+]i transients in the soma of GrCs was not
observed in slices of mouse [55] and in rat culture [48],
supporting the hypothesis about the ER distribution.

Future Directions

Model Predictions and Their Verification

The computational analysis of [Ca2+]i measurements in
GrCs resulted in two main hypotheses. First, in order to
explain depolarization-induced Ca2+ gradients in GrCs, the
density of Ca2+ channels should decrease, or the concen-
tration of some fixed endogenous Ca2+ buffers should
increase from the digits toward the soma. It is likely that the
ER is also heterogeneously distributed in GrC dendrites.
These predictions can be tested experimentally. The ER can
be visualized with ER-Tracker dyes and confocal micros-
copy [170]. The distribution of various subtypes of Ca2+

channels can be studied using cell-attached or outside-out
patch techniques [171] together with nanopipettes of
submicron diameter [172] or two-photon imaging techni-
ques together with statistical analysis of signal fluctuations
[173]. Both approaches are very challenging, but immuno-
gold methods and light microscope immunohistochemistry
also can be useful for studying the distribution of specific

subunits of Ca2+ channels, e.g., [174, 175]. In addition, we
proposed a simple experiment [140] to distinguish between
the heterogeneous distribution of Ca2+ current density and
endogenous buffers along the GrC dendrite. For this,
fluorescence transients in both parent dendrites and digits
can be recorded using two indicator dyes with different
affinities to Ca2+ ions under conditions when Ca2+ uptake
and release by internal stores are inhibited (Fig. 5d).
Second, the most plausible hypothesis that explains much
slower [Ca2+]i changes in the model than expected from
depolarization and synaptically induced Ca2+ currents,
typically measured in GrCs after the formation of mature
synapses, is a high localization of immobile calretinin in the
apical parts of GrC digits. We also used simulations to
estimate the concentration of mobile calretinin in GrCs in
the order of 1 mM. Our hypotheses and estimations can be
evaluated using immunofluorescence labeling of calretinin
and other identified endogenous buffers in cerebellar slices
[153] in combination with supraresolution two-photon laser
scanning microscopy [2] and quantitative immunogold
labeling together with electron microscopy [176]. A
fraction of immobilized calretinin in the different parts of
the cell can be estimated from fluorescence recovery after
photobleaching of fluorescently tagged recombinant calre-
tinin [151, 177]. Theoretically, mitochondria also may
influence the amplitude of synaptically evoked Ca2+

transients, but this influence is expected to be negligible
in the presence of a high-capacity endogenous buffer. Our
simulations predict that an observation of a significant
delay in the time to peak of fluorescence transient in the
digit after termination of synaptic stimulation in the
recordings performed in the presence of mGluR blockers
and TG indicates the presence of some high-capacity
buffer. The existence of such a delay can be established
experimentally.

A Framework for Characterization of Ca2+ Handling
in GrCs

Our model [140] is only the first step towards understanding
the role of Ca2+ handling in GrC physiology. For its further
refinement, the following framework can be suggested,
which builds on previous work in sympathetic neurons
[148]. Fluorescence measurements in GrCs can be made
under experimental conditions where all but a few transport
pathways are blocked, with further addition of other Ca2+

handling mechanisms and reconstruction of Ca2+ dynamics
step by step using simulations. Then, the relevant importance
of the distribution of different Ca2+ handling systems for
localization of Ca2+ responses can be investigated, and a
number of experimentally inaccessible parameters, such as
spatiotemporal characteristics of Ca2+ signals in unperturbed
neurons and the IP3 concentration, can be estimated. An
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exact distribution of all receptors and transporters, necessary
for a refined model development, should be studied using
quantitative electron microscopic analysis of pre-embedding
immunogold reactions in cerebellar sections [178]. However,
the spatial density of Ca2+ channels, transporters, fixed
buffers, mitochondrial uniporters, and RyRs can be prelim-
inary estimated or specified with the model. Identified
critical Ca2+ handling mechanisms can then be subjected to
more detailed experimental analysis.

Important requirements for further [Ca2+]i measurements
are the determination of the (ΔF/F)max using extrapolation to
the true value [179] and avoiding the problems with incorrect
determination of background fluorescence [180]. At first,
synaptically and depolarization-induced Ca2+ transients can
be measured after pretreatment with the inhibitors of Ca2+

uptake by mitochondria and the ER and in the presence of
blockers of PMCA (e.g., carboxyeosin [181]) or specific
inhibitors of Na+–Ca2+ exchangers. It may be useful to
examine preliminarily if the inhibitors of SERCA, mitochon-
drial calcium transport, and SOC entry influence glutamate
release at MF−GrC synapses, e.g. sensitivity of presynaptic
depression to these drugs. If so, NMDAR-mediated currents
should be measured each time when these drugs are applied.
To account for SOC entry [69], all experiments are to be
performed, at least initially, in the presence of selective SOC
channel antagonists, e.g. MRS 1845 [71]. After obtaining
information about the distribution and relative concentration
of different identified fixed endogenous buffers and trans-
porters in GrCs, the following strategy can be used. To
account for unidentified endogenous buffers in GrCs, the sets
of the best fits of parameters that reproduce synaptically
evoked Ca2+ transients with different concentrations of low-
affinity buffers can be found. Then the spatial density of
calcium current can be estimated from the fit of
depolarization-induced Ca2+ transients, and the ratios of the
decay times of these transients can be calculated in the
presence of two exogenous buffers with different affinities, e.g.
OGB1 and Mag-Fura-2, and compared with the experimental
ratios. The stimuli with different amplitude and duration can be
used to specify the Michaelis constants of two extrusion
systems.

Because ATP production may exert local control on
SERCA activity [182], the contribution of mitochondrial
transport to evoked Ca2+ transients is expected to be studied
before the contribution of ER transport. For this, [Ca2+]i
transients in the absence and presence of inhibitors of
mitochondrial uniporter are to be compared in TG-treated
GrCs. Mitochondrial Ca2+ uptake can be described in the
presence of the inhibitor of mitochondrial Na+-Ca2+

exchanger. However, it should be taken into account that
a commonly used drug CGP 37157 blocks Na+-Ca2+-
exchange not only in mitochondria of GrCs, but also in the
PM [183]. Mitochondrial Ca2+ concentration can be

measured in slices simultaneously with cytosolic Ca2+

concentration using fluorescence dyes, e.g. the AM form
of rhod-2 [184], although these dyes can underestimate
intramitochondrial concentrations [185]. An additional
difficulty in the study of the fast mitochondrial Ca2+ uptake
is its dependence on presumed high-Ca2+ microdomains on
the close apposition between mitochondria and the sites of
Ca2+ release/influx [186]; therefore, more complex models
combining a detailed model of a microdomain coupled with
a model of entire cell [187] may be necessary for adequate
description of mitochondrial Ca2+ transport.

The parameters of Ca2+ uptake by the ER can be specified
by simulations of measured [Ca2+]i elevations after rapid
SERCA inhibition at different times during their recovery
phase (for details of the experiment see [188]). Then, the
model parameters of CICR can be estimated by comparison
of experiments and simulations in the absence of any
inhibitors (besides of mGluR blockers in the case of
synaptically evoked Ca2+ transients). To account for mech-
anisms that terminate the Ca2+ release from the ER, further
investigations of the dependence of the rate of Ca2+ uptake
and the permeability of the ER on intraluminal Ca2+

concentration and time are needed. Nowadays, AM-ester
loading of low-affinity dyes in combination with patch-
pipette dialysis and simultaneous imaging of Ca2+ dynamics
in the ER by a low-affinity dye and in the cytosol by a high-
affinity dye, probably, is the most appropriate for the cells
studied in slices [168]. Measurements of Ca2+ concentration
in the ER and mitochondria in GrCs under physiological
conditions in vivo [168, 189] using genetically encoded Ca2+

indicators seem to be particularly promising for the future.
At last heparin, a blocker of IP3 receptors, can be applied to
check if group-I mGluRs can mobilize intracellular Ca2+ not
only through IP3 receptors, but also through RyRs as it was
shown in developing cultures [67].

In such a manner, a complete system of Ca2+ handling in
GrCs may be characterized via the interaction of experi-
ment and model development.

Conclusions

The experimental findings reveal spatial compartmentalization
and heterogeneity in Ca2+ signaling within dendrites of
cerebellar GrCs and significant influence of calretinin on
GrC intrinsic excitability. Mathematical models are a helpful
means to test whether the specific distribution and interplay
between proposed Ca2+ transport systems can explain the
spatiotemporal dynamics of measured Ca2+ responses. Being,
in essence, a collection of hypotheses, models are most useful
when their predictions fail to match experiments. Having
excluded several other possibilities, we elaborated the most
plausible hypothesis of a highly uneven distribution of
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immobile endogenous buffer(s) and presumably Ca2+

channels in cerebellar GrCs. Moreover, we developed an
approach that can be applied for theoretical study of calcium
dynamics that underlies spatially non-uniform Ca2+

responses. All components of this approach are equally
important when simulations are performed under conditions
of incomplete experimental data. The predictions of the
model can be tested experimentally. One outcome of
computational analysis is an improved understanding of the
critical determinants of Ca2+ signal generation and identifi-
cation of critical Ca2+ handling mechanisms for more detailed
experimental analysis. For further refinements of the model, a
plan of step-by-step reconstruction of spatially nonuniform
Ca2+ responses through new experiments combined with
simulations is described. A similar approach can be used to
investigate Ca2+ dynamics in other cells. Ultimately, a deep
understanding of calcium dynamics will be required for
rational treatments of pathologies in calcium regulation.
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